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Video: RFK Jr. and His Position on Vaccines
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“My position on vaccines has always been that I’m not anti-vaccine, I’ve said that for 20
years. 

The term “anti-vaxx” applied to me is a pejorative — to discredit me, to silence me, to make
people not listen.

I’ve got fully vaccinated, I didn’t take the COVID vaccine but apart from that, I’m fully
vaccinated. I take the flu vaccine every year. My seven kids are all fully vaccinated. 

My  issue  has  always  been  that  I  wanna  get  the  pharmaceutical  industry  out  of  the
regulatory process.  I  want to have good science so we have a very good information
possible on efficacy issues and safety issues.”

Click the image or link below to watch the video. 

Link to the interview
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